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A few words about Prelom/ Прелом

Prelom is modern serif family inspired by retro designed typefaces. Comes in 5 Normal weights, 5 true Italics and 5 Condensed weights. With tall x-height, sharp serifs like fishing hooks, original Italics and distinctive character overall design, Prelom is ideal family for editorial use or branding. Beside extended Latin character set, Prelom contains Cyrillic characters as well. It is equipped with Initials, Ligatures, Fractions and Tabular Numbers as OpenType features.
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*Release date*: June, 2020

*The author*: Dušan Jelesijević

*Number of weights:*
- Light, *Light Italic*
- Regular, *Italic*
- Medium, *Medium Italic*
- Semi Bold, *Semi Bold Italic*
- Bold, *Bold Italic*

- Condensed Light
- Condensed Regular
- Condensed Medium
- Condensed Semi Bold
- Condensed Bold

614 glyphs

*OpenType Features:* Standard Ligatures, Initials, Tabular Figures, OldStyle Figures, Denominator, Numerator & Fractions

*Supported codepages:*
- ISO 8859 - 1 Latin 1 (*Western*)
- ISO 8859 - 2 Latin 2 (*Central Europe*)
- ISO 8859 - 3 Latin 3 (*Tu, Malt, Gal, Esp*)
- ISO 8859 - 4 Latin 4 (*Baltic*)
- ISO 8859 - 5 Cyrillic
- ISO 8859 - 9 Latin 5 (*Turkish*)
- ISO 8859 - 10 Latin 6 (*Scandinavian*)
- ISO 8859 - 13 Latin 7 (*Baltic 2*)
- ISO 8859 - 14 Latin 8 (*Celtic*)
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The man known as the anti-James Bond
What do you get if you mix a love of foraging and the countryside with a child-centred mindset and a healthy attitude to danger? Answer: playgrounds that are the envy of the world. “Scandinavia is a special place for children, no doubt,” says Brit Kieran Long, director of ArkDes, Sweden’s national centre for architecture and design, “and Sweden has children at the heart of everything it does”. He puts this, in part, down to “the amazing equality of gender between parents. Parenthood here is not women’s work, it’s much more equal, and there’s huge amounts of parental leave”. That creates an extreme demand for experience, and informs how public play is handled, he adds. But the Scandi philosophy of play, around free – rather than structured – play, and plenty of it outdoors, led to more inspiring settings. It all began when Danish architect Carl Theodor Sørensen came up with the notion of skrammellegepladser or “junk
Coinciding with emphasis on children’s wellbeing was the notion that everyone should have access to play. In the 1950s, series of parks were developed (known as...
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On the other side of the world, in Japan, Ryūnosuke Akutagawa began 1922 by redefining literature in his own way. In January, his story In a Bamboo Grove was published in the new year issue of literary magazine Shinchō. It’s best known now as the main source for Akira Kurosawa’s film Rashomon, but the story remains a masterpiece in its own right. Akutagawa’s innovation was to blend old and new at a time when Japan was emerging from centuries of isolationism: he retold a 12th-Century folk tale using a fractured narrative, reporting the murder of a man from numerous different viewpoints and witnesses, several of which are mutually contradictory. This has become a popular way of storytelling because
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Pulling off to the side of the road, we decided to try a hike on one of the frozen rivers. Up close, the ice was milky blue and walkable when going uphill — but when coming back, some patches were so slippery we sat down and slid. Cold, my breath hanging in the air, rugged landscape all around me, it was possible to imagine the 16,000 US and Canadian soldiers and civilians working through some of the region’s coldest temperatures on record. Historical accounts say drinking water froze solid, diesel thickened, and ice could lock up the wheels of a truck if it stood still for
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